
THIRTY-SECOND SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME (Year C) 

 

November 10, 2019 

 

2 Maccabees 7:1–2, 9–14  2 Thessalonians 2:16–3:5  Luke 20:27–38 

 

I. 

Last Sunday I led a group of VCU students on a walk—a pilgrimage— 

to Mt. Calvary Cemetery. 

 

Upon arriving, we went to the section where two bishops of the diocese  

and many priests are buried. 

 

From there, underneath the towering crucifix, 

there’s an expansive view of the cemetery: 

all of those tombstones… 

 

It’s a moment to realize that each of us is equal in death; 

no one is more important than anyone else. 

 

Regardless of our achievements or failures, we all die. 

 

The presence of the tombstones also point to the meaning of life. 

 

That life doesn’t end in death; 

there is something more. 

 

There is eternity, and the resurrection of the body. 

 

The reality of death gives meaning to our present lives. 

 

So, in that space, there is the past (death), the present (our lives now), 

and the future (eternity that awaits us). 

 

II. 

November is the month in which the Church emphasizes praying for the dead,  

and our communion with the faithful departed. 

 

It’s the time of year in which the Last Things come into sharp focus: 

heaven, hell, judgment, and Purgatory. 
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These realities are not last not just in the sense of being chronologically last; 

they are also “last things” because they are ultimate. 

 

Today’s Gospel centers on something ultimate: 

the resurrection of the body. 

 

Jesus declares: 

 

“[Those who are deemed worthy to attain to the coming age] 

can no longer die, 

for they are like angels; 

and they are the children of God 

because they are the ones who will rise.”  

 

The context for this teaching is Jesus’ encounter with the Sadducees, 

a sect of Jews that, in an earlier period, had served as priests in the Temple. 

 

Significantly, the Gospel tells us that the Sadducees  

did not believe in the resurrection of the body, 

and so they attempt to entrap Jesus with their question. 

 

One thing that emerges from Jesus’ teaching  

is that marriage is a natural reality that ends in death: 

 

“The children of this age marry and remarry; 

but those who are deemed worthy to attain to the coming age 

and to the resurrection of the dead 

neither marry nor are given in marriage.”  

 

 This truth is reflected in marriage vows: 

 

 “Until death do us part.” 

 

In heaven, there is no marriage because God himself will be our fulfillment. 

 

Marriage serves as reminder of that reality. 

 

So too does celibacy: the forsaking of marriage for the sake of eternity. 
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People often think that priests are celibate  

so that they can be more dedicated to the Church. 

 

But there’s more to it. 

 

First, celibacy is a way of imitating Christ, who himself was celibate. 

 

Second, celibacy is meant to be a sign of heaven: 

that God will be our consummation for eternity. 

 

So, priests and religious brothers and sisters  

are supposed to remind us of that ultimate, heavenly reality. 

 

Of course, this doesn’t mean that marriage is inferior to celibacy; 

it’s a noble vocation in its own right. 

 

But celibacy is a vivid reminder of eternity. 

 

It’s a way to keep eternity—heaven—before us, 

because that’s the purpose of our lives. 

 

Heaven, and only heaven, will bring us perfect fulfillment. 

 

And we need reminders because we get distracted,  

or at times overwhelmed by the concerns and difficulties of daily life. 

 

There is also a liturgical aspect to our heavenly destiny. 

 

In the Mass, during the Creed, we profess our belief in the resurrection of the body. 

 

And, in each Mass, the Paschal Mystery of Christ is renewed; 

we are drawn into the eternal Sacrifice of Jesus’ Death and Resurrection. 

 

In offering that sacrifice, we are joined to the angels and saints in heaven; 

that’s the communion of saints, which we emphasize during November. 

 

In the Mass, heaven touches earth. 

 

Because heaven is not a place; 

it’s communion with Jesus Christ, and through him, communion with the Trinity. 
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That communion brings about praise of God— 

exactly what we do here, in the Mass. 

 

So, it’s essential that each Mass be celebrated with reverence: 

the awareness of God’s presence and the profound respect for it. 

 

We express reverence in many ways: gestures and posture;  

melodious music and mellifluous singing; silence; 

careful recitation of prayers and responses;  

and beautiful vestments, vessels, and sacred furnishings. 

 

In doing all of this—in being reverent— 

we do not lose our humanity; 

we touch our destiny.  

 

Far from dissipating the warmth of the community, 

reverence renews the community by drawing us into the source of our fellowship: 

God. 

 

What draws many people to the cathedral is its beauty. 

 

That is a sign of heaven, of what awaits us. 

 

So, an encouragement: continue to participate in the Mass reverently. 

 

I’m reminded of someone my mother told me about in her retirement community, 

who has since died. 

 

This gentleman was a devout, lifelong Catholic. 

 

When his health started to fail, and he couldn’t attend Mass, 

Holy Communion was brought to him each week. 

 

When it was his day to receive Communion, this man dressed in a suit. 

 

He had no one to impress; no one else was there except himself and the 

extraordinary minister of Holy Communion from the parish. 

 

He simply knew that he was receiving the Lord, 

and he wanted to prepare himself—for heaven. 


